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INTRODUCTION 

Treatment of high grade serous ovarian cancer (HGSOC) after surgery 

and chemotherapy remains challenging. This phase 1 trial 

(NCT04739527) evaluates the use of a cell-based relapse vaccine, 

vididencel, to prevent disease recurrence after primary treatment.  

Vididencel expresses Tumor Associated Antigens (TAA), such as WT1 

and PRAME, and induced immune responses to these antigens        

correlated with clinical responses in a study in AML patients leading to 

clinical responses  (ASH2022 #713 van de Loosdrecht). As these         

antigens are also frequently upregulated in HGSOC, vididencel is     

evaluated in this patient population. Immunomonitoring for specific 

immune responses to tumor associated  antigens (TAA) and general 

immune cell composition during the vaccination period is respectively 

assessed by IFNy ELISPOT and multiparameter flow cytometry using 

Cytek Aurora. 

DESIGN OF THE CLINICAL TRIAL 
Patients with HGSOC were screened for eligibility after surgery and      

chemotherapy. Vididencel dosing was started at a minimum of 6 weeks 

after the last chemotherapy cycle. 

Vididencel is given four times biweekly (week 0, 2, 4 and 6) at a dose of 

25 million cells/vaccination (vc), followed by 2 monthly boosters (week 

14 and 18) of 10 million cells/vc.  

Blood for immunomonitoring was taken at the indicated visits (Figure 

2). 
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Figure 2. Flowchart 

of study related 

visits. 

VIDIDENCEL (DCP-001) 
Vividencel is an allogenic, leukemic cell-based relapse vaccine and           

expresses co-stimulatory molecules, resembling activated dendritic 

cells, and tumor associated antigens such as WT1 and PRAME. It is     

injected intra-dermally and leads to an inflammatory response and    

indirect priming of the immune system. 

Figure 1. Schematic overview of  the Mode of Action of vididencel (DCP-001) 

RESULTS 
As of October 2023, in total 16 patients have been enrolled, of which 

11 had completed the treatment phase (up to week 22). Four patients 

have died, of which three patients showed disease recurrence before 

week 22. In general the vaccine was safe and well-tolerated, with       

fatigue and redness and swelling at the injection side as main side     

effects. 

IMMUNE RESPONSE EVALUATION  
ELISPOT 

Immune response assessment showed VIRs to all antigens analysed,   

including NY-ESO1 which is not expressed by vididencel. In  6/8        

patients  VIR were detected (range 0-8 VIR). As of high baseline         

responses to all 4 antigens, in 1 patient no VIR could be detected        

(2-fold increase over baseline). In 5 of 8 patients the VIR detected were 

sustained over multiple timepoints (range sVIR 0-2) (Table 1).  

Figure 4. A tSNE plots of B-cells indicating  
changes in B-cells during vaccination at 2 weeks 
after the second (V5), and 4 weeks after the 4th 
(V7 and 5th (V9) vaccination. Arrows indicate 
population of interest, blue=baseline, red= visit 
of analysis. B tSNE indicating the levels of ex-
pression of the indicated markers.  

Figure 5. Representative example of changes over time in IgM+ CD27- B-cells with expression levels of CD38 and CD24, 
as these were indicated to give the largest change over time during vaccination. 2 patient profiles are shown, showing 
increased levels of CD38,CD24+(dim) expressing cells. 

CONCLUSIONS 
• Intradermal vaccination of vididencel is safe and well-tolerated in ovarian cancer patients  

• Broad T-cell responses to commonly shared tumor associated antigens expressed by vididencel like PRAME and WT1  

• NY-ESO1 T-cell responses are induced, although not expressed by vididencel, possibly due to tumor cell lysis and antigen spreading 

• Humoral immune responses are induced, observed as increase in B-cell memory and plasmablast frequencies after vaccination 

• Vididencel can induce a broad cellular and humoral immune response  

• Follow-up for clinical outcome and immune response assessments of all patients is ongoing 

MATERIALS & METHODS (C’tnd) 
Flow cytometry was being performed using a 40-marker panel on the 

Cytek Aurora to evaluate the immune profiles of innate and adaptive 

immune system, activation and exhaustion markers and memory     

profiles. Unsupervised analysis using flowsom was used for analyses of 

changes during vaccination. 

ELISpot # patient with 
ESP reponse 

WT1 PRAME  NY-ESO1 MAGE A3/
A4 

Vaccine induced re-
sponse  

6/8 
(range VIR 0-8) 

5/6 1/6 3/6 2/6 

Sustained  
Vaccine induced re-
sponse (n/N) 

5/8  
(range sVIR 0-2) 

5/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 

A 
V7 V5 V9 

B 

MATERIALS & METHODS 

IFNγ ELISpot was performed on isolated, frozen PBMC after               

restimulation with WT1, PRAME, MAGEA3/4 and NY-ESO1. Vaccine     

induced T-cell response (VIR) were calculated as ≥2-fold increase of the 

mock-corrected baseline response.  

Table 1. ELISpot  

Flow cytometry 

In total, data of 8 patients is currently evaluated by flow cytometry.  

Unsupervised clustering of the B-cells was performed after observed    

B-cell changes during vaccination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In depth analysis of the B-cell compartment indicated changes in B-

cells with phenotypes resembling memory B-cells (CD19
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